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Introduction. Abstract algebra is the product of a transition from such

concrete systems as the ring of integers or the field of rational numbers to

the corresponding, axiomatically defined, abstract systems. In the course of

this abstraction process various properties of the concrete system are lost.

The field of rational numbers, for example, possesses a natural topology, an

ordering, and furthermore the field operations, that is addition and multipli-

cation of rationals, are effectively computable functions. None of these prop-

erties enters into the axiomatic definition of a field. Various attempts were

made to reincorporate some of these features into the study of algebraic sys-

tems. In topological algebra we study groups endowed with a topology subject

to the condition that the algebraic operations are continuous functions with

respect to this topology. The basic definitions and the concepts studied are a

blend of algebra and topology. Thus we are most interested in those homor-

phisms which are also continuous mappings.

In this paper we follow a similar program and study a blend of algebra

and theory of recursive functions. We consider computable algebraic systems;

these are, roughly speaking, algebraic systems for which the algebraic opera-

tions are effectively computable functions (i.e. recursive functions; compare

however the remarks in the concluding §2.5). Another concept of basic im-

portance is that of a computable homomorphism.

Chapter I is devoted to the general theory of computable algebra. To

avoid cumbersome statements and notations we confine our attention to the

case of computable groups. We shall, however, indicate how the definitions

and results extend to the case of computable rings. We start by proving gen-

eral theorems about computability of factor groups and subgroups of a

computable group. In analogy with the pattern of topological groups we

introduce the computable structure into factor groups and subgroups in

such a way that the natural homomorphisms and isomorphisms involved are

computable. We define the notion of solvability with respect to a finite set

of generators of the word problem of a finitely generated (but not necessarily

finitely related) group, and prove (Theorem 4) that a group has a solvable

word problem if and only if it is computable. This entails that if II and II'
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are finite presentations defining isomorphic groups then the word problem of

II is solvable (in the usual sense) if and only if the word problem of II' is

solvable. Next we give a simple example of a finitely generated noncomputa-

ble group by constructing a group with an unsolvable word problem and

then applying Theorem 4. We conclude with a purely algebraic application:

A necessary condition for a finitely generated group to possess a faithful ma-

trix representation is that it be computable.

In Chapter II we study more closely the case of computable fields. The

main result is that if F is a computable field then its algebraic closure F is

a computable field and possesses a computable structure such that the im-

bedding isomorphism of F into F is computable (Theorem 7). It turns out

that the classical Steinitz construction of the algebraic closure, which pro-

ceeds by a step by step adjunction of roots of polynomials to the ground field

F, can not be applied to prove Theorem 7. Showing that F, the outcome of

this construction, is computable, would require an algorithm for factoriza-

tion of polynomials (see Definition 9) over each of the intermediate fields;

such an algorithm does not always exist. We therefore use a different con-

struction, related to the one in Bourbaki [2, pp. 89-92], which together with

the ideas introduced in Chapter I enables us to show that F is indeed computa-

ble. Theorem 7 now leads to a simple necessary and sufficient condition for

the existence of an algorithm for factorization of polynomials over a given

field (Theorem 8). Using this condition we give a simple proof for a result

due to van der Waerden concerning the existence of an algorithm for factor-

ization of polynomials over a separable extension field.

The early studies related to the present paper were mainly concerned with

the existence of algorithms for the solution of algebraic problems. Thus we

have Kronecker's algorithm for the factorization of polynomials with ra-

tional coefficients; also his explicit construction of simple algebraic extensions

of a field. Van der Waerden, in a pioneering paper [ll], proved that there

does not exist a splitting algorithm applicable to every "explicit" field. Since

this paper was written before the creation of the theory of recursive func-

tions, the term "explicit" is actually never defined in a precise way. Frohlich

and Shepherdson, using recursive functions, obtained a precise and stronger

form of van der Waerden's example. Their paper [4] contains a wealth of re-

sults and examples concerning explicit fields. The notions of explicit field and

computable field, though intimately related, arise from slightly different

points of view about computable algebra; see the remarks which follow

Definition 5. The term "computable group" was introduced by Rice [10]

and, independently, by the present author in his dissertation (Princeton,

1956).

Chapter I. General theory of computable systems

1.1. Basic definitions. Throughout this paper the term computable func-

tion will be used as synonymous with partial recursive function. The domains
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of definition of the computable functions appearing will be, as a rule, recur-

sive sets. In special cases it may of course happen that a computable function

is everywhere defined and hence is recursive. We shall start by recalling two

definitions from the theory of recursive functions.

Definition 1. A subset R of the set of positive integers / is called recursive

if its characteristic function (i.e. the function/ such that/(77) = 1 if w£P and

/(t?) =0 otherwise) is a computable (recursive) function.

Definition 2. A subset PC/ of the integers is recursively enumerable if

there exists a computable function g from integers to integers such that g

maps I onto P.

The sequence of function values g(0), g(l), g(2), • • • , is sometimes called

an effective enumeration of the elements of P.

Remarks. It is not hard to see that the range of values of a computable

function g defined only on a recursive subset of I is also a recursively enumer-

able set. Every recursive set is also recursively enumerable. The reader can

convince himself that PC/ is recursive if and only if both P and I — R are

recursively enumerable. This last fact is of basic importance in the theory of

effective computation procedures.

Definition 3. An indexing of a set 5 is a one to one mapping i: S—>I such

that iiS) is a recursive subset of I. If s£S then i(s) will be called the index

of s. If jEiiS) is an integer, Sj will denote the element of 5 having/ for index.

Note that a set S possesses indexings if and only if it is at most countable.

Definition 4. An indexing i of a group G is admissible if the function m

from i(G) XiiG) into iiG) defined by the condition

(1 • 1) gigk = gmu.k)      for all gj, gk E G,

is a computable function. (By Definition 3, gy, gk, and gmij,k), are the elements

of G having the indexes/, k, and m(j, k).) The function m is the multiplication

function corresponding to the indexing i.

Definition 5. A group is computable if it possesses at least one admissible

indexing.

At this point the question arises why we do not adopt the following as

our concept of a computable group: A group which is a recursive subset of

the integers and for which the group operation is a computable function from

pairs of integers to integers. Every group computable according to Definition

5 is certainly isomorphic to such a group. Frohlich and Shepherdson [4] use

a generalized form of the above proposal as their definition of an "explicit"

algebraic system. Again, explicit systems are identical, up to isomorphisms,

with computable systems. We prefer, however, the approach by computable

systems, and this for two reasons. Firstly, it enables us to consider all possible

ways of introducing a computable structure into a given abstract algebraic

system. This is important because not all these computable structures (i.e.

admissible indexings) are equivalent. Thus in Definition 7 the fixed homo-

morphism <p may be computable with respect to one pair of indexings ti, i2,
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and not computable with respect to another pair; again, the conditions of

Theorems 1 and 3 may hold for an indexing i and not hold for some other ad-

missible indexing of the same group. Secondly, separating between the alge-

braic system and its computable structure simplifies proofs. The argument

breaks naturally into two steps, a purely algebraic step involving only the

algebraic system, followed by a demonstration that certain functions and

sets are recursive.

In the definitions of admissible indexings and computable groups no as-

sumption concerning the effective computability of group-inverses is made.

This is in fact unnecessary because of the following

Lemma 1. Let i be an admissible indexing of the computable group G, the

function in(j) from i(G) into i(G) defined by

in(j) = i(gjx),       j G i(G),

is computable.

Proof. Let ko be the index of the unit element of G. We have(3)

in(j) = (pt)[t G i(G)&m(t,j) = k0],

where m is the multiplication function corresponding to i. The function in(j)

is therefore computable.

Definition 6. Let G be a group, i an admissible indexing, and m the cor-

responding multiplication function. The set of integers i(G) with the opera-

tion m: i(G) X.i(G)—*i(G), which is then a group, will be denoted by (G, i) and

called a recursive realization of G.

The mapping i: G—>(G, i) is of course an isomorphism of G onto the re-

cursive realization.

Definition 7. Let G and F be computable groups, ii and i2 fixed admissible

indexings of G and F. A homomorphism d>: G—>F is called computable with

respect to ii and i2 if the naturally induced corresponding homomorphism

<£: (C7, if)—>(£, if), i.e. the homomorphism <5 which makes the diagram

</>
G -> F

iii I ii
(G, ii) t (F, if)

commutative, is a computable function from integers to integers. A computa-

ble homomorphism <b is called strongly computable with respect to ii and ii if

i2(d>(G)) is a recursive subset of i2(F).

(3) (ut) reads: The least I such that .... Since m is a computable function and furthermore

for every j there exists at least one t&{G) such that m(t, j) =kt>, it is well known that in(j) is

indeed computable; see [7, pp. 279-280].
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Concepts such as that of a computable isomorphism are of course special

cases of Definition 7.

Remark. Notice that if f> is computable with respect to ii and i2 then

72(c/>(G)), being the same as f>(ii(G)), is always a recursively enumerable set of

integers.

1.2. Homomorphism and subgroup theorems. We shall now prove two

general theorems concerning the behavior of computable groups under pas-

sage to homomorphic images and to subgroups. These results will be very use-

ful tools, later on, for showing that certain groups are computable.

Theorem 1. If i is an admissible indexing of the computable group G and

H is a normal subgroup of G such that i(H) is a recursive set of integers, then the

factor group G/II possesses an admissible indexing ii such that the natural

homomorphism <p: G—^G/H is computable with respect to i and i\.

Proof.(4) View G/H as the set of cosets gH where gEG. It is enough to

prove the existence of a computable function/: i(G)—*I satisfying:

(1.2) Pot- all t, kEi(G),f(t) =f(k) if and only if g,H = gkH,
(1.3) for all gEG,f(i(g))Ei(gH),
(1.4) the set f(i(G)) is a recursive set of integers.

Indeed, assuming the existence of such a function, define a mapping

ii-.G/H^I

by the equation

(1-5) iiigH)=fiiig)),       gEG.

Conditions (1.2) and (1.4) imply that *i is a well defined indexing of the group

G/H. If j = iiigH) =fiiig)) then by (1.3) there exists an element g'EgH with

i(g') =/. Let 777 and 777i be the multiplication functions corresponding to i and ii

(Definition 4). If j = iiigH) =f(i(g)) and k = ii(giH)=f(i(gf)) then

(1-6) trnij, k) = iiiggiH) = fiiigg/)).

By the previous remark the integer 777(j, k) is the i index of an element in G

belonging to the left coset of II to which ggi belongs; hence, by (1.6) and con-

dition (1.2),

tniij, k) = fimij, k)).

Since / and 777 are computable functions so is mi. The indexing 7i is thus ad-

missible and G/H is a computable group.

The function /: 7(G)—>7i(G/Pf) is, because of (1.5), the homomorphism

from (G, 7) onto (G/P, 7i) corresponding to the natural homomorphism

<f>: G^G/H. This function is, by assumption, computable. Thus the two state-

ments of the theorem are proven.

(4) The author thanks the referee for pointing out two shortcuts in the original proof.
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All that remains is to construct a computable function/ satisfying (1.2),

(1.3), and (1.4). Let E(j, k) he the relation holding between integers/ and k

if and only if gjH = gkH. This amounts to

E(j, k) = [j, k G i(G) km(in(j), k) G i(B)].

The function m and the set i(G) are recursive by the definition of an admis-

sible indexing; the function in(j) is computable (Lemma 1); the set i(H) is

recursive by assumption. The relation E(j, k) is therefore recursive(B). De-

fine a function /: i(G)-+I by the condition

f(i(g)) = min i(g').
o'eoH

If jGi(G) then f(j) = (p.k)E(j, k)(s); f is thus a computable function. Condi-

tions (1.2) and (1.3) obviously hold. Now jGf(i(G)) if and only if jGi(G)

and f(j) =j. Since/ is computable this implies that f(i(G)) is a recursive set;

i.e./ satisfies (1.4).

Remark. The converse of Theorem 1 also holds: Let i be an admissible in-

dexing of the computable group G and let H be a normal subgroup of G. If G/H

is computable and possesses an admissible indexing ii such that the natural homo-

morphism d>: G—^G/H is computable with respect to i and ii, then i(H) is a re-

cursive set of integers. Indeed, let $: (G, i)—>(G/H, if) be the homomorphism

naturally induced by <p, then $ is a computable function by assumption. Let

ko be the ii index of the unit element of G/77 then jGi(H) if and only if

$(j) =^o so that the test for membership in i(H) is effective.

As we shall see in §1.3, the condition that the natural homomorphism is

computable cannot be omitted from the above assumptions. We have, how-

ever, the following

Theorem 2. Let G be a finitely generated computable group and let i be an

admissible indexing of G. If II is a normal subgroup of G such that G/H is a

computable group, then i(H) is a recursive set of integers.

Proof. The proof will consist of showing that the natural homomorphism,

and in fact every homomorphism of a finitely generated computable group

into a computable group, is computable. Let Gi be a computable group and

ii an admissible indexing of d; let d/:G—+d be any homomorphism, and

$: (G, i)-^(d, if) he the homomorphism induced by \p.

In order to avoid complicated notations let us assume that i(G) =7. As G

is finitely generated there exists a fixed integer re such that every gGG is a

product, with positive exponents, of the elements gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ , gn (where gy

is the element satisfying i(gf)=j). Denote ii(d/(gf)) by kj. By an effective

enumeration of the indexes of all products p = gui)gj(i) • • • gyc.), where

l_5j(l), • • • , j(r)__iw, it is possible to find effectively for every jGi(G) a

(6) A relation E(J, k) is called recursive if the function e: Iy.l—*I defined by e(j, k) = i if

E(j, k) holds, e(j, k) =0 otherwise, is a recursive function.
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product representation/=/(l) o/(2) o • • • o/(r) (o is the operation of (G, i)).

Now ipij) =kj(i) o kj(2) o • • • o kj(r) (o now being the operation 7771 of (Gi, *i)).

Since mi is a computable function the right side of the last equation can be

computed effectively so that # is a computable function. According to Defini-

tion 7 this means that yp is computable with respect to i and t'i. The proof of

the theorem is now completed by appealing to the converse of Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. If i is an admissible indexing of the computable group G and S

is a subset of G such that i(S) is a recursively enumerable set of integers, then

G(S), the subgroup of G generated by S, is a computable group.

Proof. Let J' = i(S), then J' is a recursively enumerable set of integers.

The function in(j) defined in Lemma 1 is computable; the set J"=in(J')

= i(S"1) (where 5_1= {glg^'GS'}) is therefore also recursively enumerable.

It follows that J = J'*UJ"=i(S[US-1) is recursively enumerable. This in turn

implies that the set N= {(ji, ■ • • , jn)\jrEJ, 77=1, 2, • • • } of all 77-tuples

(for all 77) with coordinates in J can be enumerated effectively. The mapping

p: N—>I defined by p((ji, • • • , /»)) =/i o • • ■ ojn (where o is the operation

777 of (G, 7)) is computable; the set p(N) is therefore recursively enumerable.

The elements of p(N) are precisely the indices of all products of elements in

SWS-1, i.e. p(N)=i(G(S)). Thus if i(S) is recursively enumerable then

R = i(G(S)) is also recursively enumerable. If P is finite then G(S) is finite

and hence, trivially, a computable group. If P is infinite there exists a com-

putable one to one function/: I-+R such that f(I)=R. Define an indexing

ii of G(S) by

iiii) = tKKg)),       gGGiS).

ii is an indexing because it is one to one and ii(G(5)) =/_1(P) =7 is a recur-

sive set. For 7771, the multiplication function corresponding to ii, we have

tni(j, k) =f~1imif(j), fik)) so that m\ is computable.

Corollary. Every finitely generated subgroup of a computable group is a

computable group.

1.3. Examples. We shall construct examples of computable groups and

homomorphisms between these for the purpose of illustrating certain situa-

tions which may arise. In particular we shall show that it is impossible to

weaken the assumptions in the converse to Theorem 1 and still retain the

conclusion.

Let G be the weak direct product of the groups Gy, / = 1, 2, • • • , where Gy

is the cyclic group of order pj (the jth prime) on the generator Xy. The map-

ping i: G—>/ defined by

iiixjwY1 ■ ■ ■ ixjM)rn) = ipj(i))ri ■ ■ ■ iPiwY", OStkS Pnk),

is clearly an admissible indexing of G (all the jik) are pairwise distinct).

Let P be a set of integers which is recursively enumerable but not recur-
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sive; 7 — R is therefore not recursively enumerable. The subgroup 77 of G

generated by the x,-, /GP, is a direct factor of G. Thus G = H®D where D is

the subgroup generated by thex„, kGI — R- The set of i indexes i([xj\jGR])

is clearly recursively enumerable so that 77 is, by Theorem 3, a computable

group.

We contend that D is not a computable group. The set of equations

xp- = l which possess a solution xy^l in a fixed computable group F is re-

cursively enumerable. To get an effective enumeration simply substitute, in

some effective order, each nonunit group element in each equation and com-

pute, listing at the same time every equation that was satisfied. On the other

hand, an equation xp*=l has a solution xy^l in D if and only if kGI — R-

Since I—R is not recursively enumerable, D is not a computable group.

To sum up: We have constructed a computable group G which has a

direct product decomposition G = H®D such that 77 is a computable group

and D is not a computable group.

Example 1. The group G/D, being isomorphic to 77, is computable. For

any admissible indexing i of G, however, i(D) is not a recursive set; for if it

were, the group D would be computable by Theorem 3. Thus the condition,

in the statement of the converse to Theorem 1, that the natural homomor-

phism <p: G—>G/H is computable, cannot be deleted.

Example 2. It can be shown that D is the kernel of any homomorphism

ip: G—>77 (where d> is onto), regardless of whether \p is the natural homomor-

phism or not. If any such homomorphism \p were computable with respect to

some admissible indexings i of G and ii of 77, then i(D) would be a recursive

set by the converse to Theorem 1; this contradicts the conclusion in Example

1. We thus have two computable groups G and 77 such that 77 is an homo-

morphic image of G but none of the homomorphisms of G onto 77 is com-

putable.

Example 3. Finally let us observe that, since G = H®D, we have D^G/H.

Thus the factor group of a computable group by a computable subgroup need

not be a computable group.

1.4. The word problem of groups. In this section the general concepts and

results treated thus far are applied to obtain some insight and information

concerning the word problem for groups.

Definition 8. A finitely generated group G is said to have a solvable word

problem with respect to a system of generators (gi, ■ ■ ■ , g„) if the set of words

u(x) on the symbols X= [xi, • - - , x„| for which the equation w(x) = l is

satisfied in G upon substituting gi, • • • , g„ for xi, • • • , xn, is a recursive

subset of the set of all words on X.

It is easy to extend the definition to infinitely generated groups G and

infinite sequences S=(gi, g2, ■ ■ • ) of generators. But it may happen that by

this extended definition the word problem of G with respect to 5 is solvable,

whereas the word problem of G with respect to S' = (gi, gi, ■ ■ ■ ), where S'
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is merely a permutation of S, is not solvable. To avoid such undesirable pos-

sibilities we keep the concept restricted to finitely generated groups and

finite systems of generators.

Lemma 2. The free group F on n generators (xi, • • • , xf) is computable.

Proof. The elements of P are the reduced words w(x),

(1.7) wix) = ixg(i))emixgm)em ■ ■ ■ ixg(k))e(k), k arbitrary,

where 1 Sgij) Sn and e(j) is a positive or negative integer. Define an indexing

i of P by

iiwix))   =   iPl)°™   ■   •   ■   ipk)°«Hpk+l)h(1)   ■   ■   ■   iP2k)h™,

where pj is the jth prime and h(j) is 2|e(/)| or 2|e(/)| +1 according as to

whether e(j) >0 or not. It is easily seen that i(F) is a recursive set of integers

so that i is indeed an indexing of P. This indexing is effective in the sense that

given a word w the number i(w) is computable and given an integer jEi(F)

the expression (1.7) of the word *—1(/) can be effectively determined. Given

two integers/, rEiiF), the word t--1^/)*-1^/) can be effectively determined

and transformed to its reduced form w. Then 7'(w) can be computed. As

iiw) =m(j, r), where 777 is the multiplication function corresponding to i, this

shows that m is a computable function. The indexing i is thus an admissible

indexing of P.

Theorem 4. A finitely generated group G has a solvable word problem with

respect to a system S=(gi, - - - , gf) of generators if and only if G is a computable

group.

Proof. Denote by P the free group on the generators X = (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xf);

as a set, P consists of all reduced words on X. Let U be the set of all reduced

words u(x) which reduce to 1 in G upon substituting gi for x,-, 7 = 1, • • • , 77.

A word w(x) reduces to 1 under this substitution if and only if its reduced

form does; U is therefore a recursive set if and only if the word problem of G

with respect to S is solvable. The mapping Xi-^>gu i = l, • • • , n, induces a

homomorphism F-^G; the kernel clearly is U and therefore F/U~G.

By Lemma 2 F is a computable group; let i be the effective admissible in-

dexing of P defined there. Theorems 1 and 2 imply that F/U, and hence G,

is a computable group if and only if i(U) is a recursive set of integers; that is,

since i is effective, if and only if U is a recursive set. But U is recursive if

and only if the word problem of G with respect to 5 is recursively solvable.

Corollaries. Theorem 4 immediately implies that if the word problem of a

group is solvable with respect to one system of generators it is solvable with respect

to any other system of generators. It is therefore permissible to speak about the

solvability or unsolvability of the word problem of a finitely generated group

without referring to any particular system of generators.
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Since every finitely generated subgroup of a computable group is computa-

ble (corollary of Theorem 3), the word problem of every finitely generated sub-

group of a group having a solvable word problem, is itself solvable. These two

results fill the gap in [9, p. 187].

1.5. A noncomputable group. In this section a finitely generated group

with an unsolvable word problem is constructed; by Theorem 4 this group

is not computable. The construction is similar, in some respects, to an unpub-

lished example by W. Boone though it differs from it in purpose and method.

Consider a presentation having the four generators x, y, u, t, and having

defining relations of the form uixu~i = tiyt~i where i runs through a fixed

set U of positive integers; denote the group defined by this presentation by

Gv.

Lemma 3. 7re the group Gu defined by the presentation

(x, y, u, t: u'xu~' = tiyt~i, i G U)

a relation of the form uixu~i = tiyt~i holds if and inly if jG U.

Proof. Nothing has to be said about the if part. Let Pi be the free group

on the generators x and u, and let HiC.Fi be the subgroup generated by the

elements i^xu-1, iGU; similarly, let F2 be the free group on y and t, and

H2C.F2 be the subgroup generated by the elements t*yt~, iGU. The cor-

respondence uixu~i+^tiyt~i, iGU, clearly induces an isomorphism 7_"i~77_;

the group Gu is therefore the free product of P and F2 with the amalgama-

tion 77i = i72,

Gu « (Fi*F2)H^H2.

It follows from the basic properties of the free product with amalgamated

subgroups that in Gu an equation of the form w(x, u) =w(y, t), where w(x, u)

is a word in x and u, i.e. an element of P, and w(y, t) is a word in y and t,

i.e. an element of F2, can hold only if w(x, u)GH and w(y, t)GH2. It is not

hard to see that, in p, a word of the form u'xu"' belongs to 77i only if jG U.

Thus a relation u'xu~' = t'yt~' holds in Gu only if u'xu~'GHi holds in p, i.e.

only if jG U.
Construction. If we now choose U to be a nonrecursive set of integers

then the word problem of Gu is not solvable. For if it were solvable then in

particular the set of all equations of the form j''xu~,' = t'yt~1' holding in Gu

would be recursive, and since such an equation holds if and only if/G U, the

set U would be recursive.

1.6. Computable rings and fields. An indexing j of a ring R will be called

admissible if both the corresponding addition function s(j, k) (defined by the

condition aj+ak = asu,k), jGi(R), kGi(R)) and the corresponding multiplica-

tion function m(j, k) are computable. The notions of a computable ring, re-

cursive realization, computable and strongly computable homomorphisms,

may now be defined in complete analogy with Definitions 5, 6, and 7. Com-
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putable fields are a special case of computable rings. Theorem 1 reads, for

the case of rings, as follows: If i is an admissible indexing of the ring R and H

is a two-sided ideal in R such that iiH) is a recursive set of integers, then the

quotient ring R/H is computable. Furthermore R/H possesses an admissible

indexing i such that the natural homomorphism 4> '■ R-^R/H is computable with

respect to i and ii.

To prove this define a function/: *(P)—»/ by the condition

/(7(a)) =   min iib).

Define a function ix: R/H—>I by 7'i(a +H) =/(i(a)). Let 777(7', k) and s(J, k)

be the multiplication and addition functions corresponding to i. The proof of

Theorem 1 now carries over to show that ii is an indexing of R/H and that

tniij, k) =fimij, k)) and Si(/, k) =/(s(j, k)), where jEkiR/H), kEiiiR/H), are
the corresponding multiplication and addition functions. Again as in the proof

of Theorem 1,/, mu and si, turn out to be computable functions; thus ti is

an admissible indexing of R/H. Finally, / is the mapping from t"(P) onto

7i (P/JP) induced by the natural homomorphism </>: R-^>R/H; the homo-

morphism <p is therefore computable with respect to * and ii.

Theorems 2 and 3 also generalize in a straightforward manner to the case

of computable rings.

1.7. Matrix representations. An important branch of group theory is the

theory of group representations. A matrix representation of a group G is a

group H of matrices over some field P together with a homomorphism </> of

G onto H. A group G is said to possess a faithful matrix representation (over

a field P) if there exists a group H of matrices (over F) such that G~H. By

applying the concept of a computable group we shall prove that certain

groups do not possess faithful representations.

In a forthcoming paper we shall prove the following

Theorem 5. Every finitely generated group of matrices over any field is a

computable group.

Notice that no assumption concerning the computability of the field is

made in the statement of Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. A finitely generated group G with a word problem which is not

recursively solvable (e.g. the group Gu constructed before) does not possess any

faithful representation by matrices over any field.

Proof. Assume to the contrary that H is a group of matrices over some

field such that H^G. Since G is finitely generated so is H; by the previous

theorem H is therefore a computable group. Thus G is isomorphic to a com-

putable group and hence is computable; but the word problem of G is not

solvable so that by Theorem 4 G is not computable, a contradiction.

Remark. Every finitely presented group with a word problem which is
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not recursively solvable is also, because of Theorems 4 and 6, an example of a

group which does not possess faithful matrix representations. The existence

of finitely presented groups with a word problem which is not recursively

solvable was proved by Novikov [8] and again by Boone [l].

Examples of finitely generated groups which do not possess faithful

matrix representations were constructed, using purely algebraic methods, by

Fuchs-Rabinovitch [5; 6].

Chapter II. Computable fields, algebraic closures, and

SPLITTING ALGORITHMS

2.1. Terminology and preliminary lemmas. We now shift our attention to

the special case of computable fields and proceed to use the general theory of

computable algebraic systems for obtaining specific information about fields.

The definition of the notions of admissible indexing, computable ring (so

in particular field), computable and strongly computable homomorphisms,

are entirely analogous to Definitions 4—7 and were discussed in §1.6. We recall

that for an indexing i: F—>7 of a field F to be admissible it is now required

that both the addition function and the multiplication function corresponding

to i (Definition 4) are computable functions.

Before tackling the main theorem of this chapter, let us introduce two

lemmas concerning the effectiveness of certain operations in computable

fields.
Let F he a computable field and i an admissible indexing of F. Let R

be the ring F[xi, Xi, • • • ] of all polynomials in the countable sequence of

indeterminates xt, x2, • • • with coefficients in P We shall say that an index-

ing io of a set SCR of polynomials is effective (with respect to i) it io(f), where

fGS, is effectively computable from the .-indexes of the coefficients of/; and

if conversely the number of nonzero coefficients and the t-indexes of the non-

zero coefficients of the polynomial if1(k) are effectively computable from the

integer kGio(S).
There certainly exist indexings of R itself which are effective with respect

to i.

If SCR is a set of polynomials we shall say that S is recursive (with re-

spect to i) if for some (and hence for every) effective indexing .__ of P, the

set in(S) is a recursive set of integers. The notion of recursiveness of a set

extends in an obvious way to sets of finite sequences of polynomials of R.

Yet SCR be a recursive set of polynomials (with respect to i). We shall

say that an integral-valued function <b: S—>7 is computable (with respect to i)

if for some (and hence for every) effective indexing _0 of 5 the function

f:io(S)-^I defined by the relation

f(k) = <t>(io-Kk)), k G io(S),

is a computable function.
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All the notions defined above will also be used when dealing with rings

F[xi, ■ ■ ■ , x„] ol polynomials in re indeterminates.

Lemma 4. Let F be a computable field and i an admissible indexing of F.

The function v: £[.]—> 7 assigning to each polynomial f(t)GF[t\ the number of

different roots that the equation /(.) = 0 has in the algebraic closure of F, is a

computable function.

Proof. Let

f(t) = aof" + <Mni + • • • + <U"», a,- ?* 0, re0 > «i > • • • > «„.

Define a polynomial/i(.) as follows: If the characteristic of F is 0 then let

fi(t)=f'(t) (the formal derivative of f(t)). If F is of characteristic p>0 and

ni = rip', where p' = q is the highest power of p dividing all exponents of /(/),

then let

fi(t) = aorot"'-" + a_r_.ni-« + • • ■ + amrmP**-t.

It can be shown, but we shall not do it here, that (f(t),fi(t)) = l if and

only if f(t) has only simple roots, or in the case of characteristic p, only

g-fold roots.

We thus have the following effective procedure for computing v(f(t)).

Form fi(t), i.e. compute the .-indexes of its coefficients. Compute g(t)

= (/(.), fi(t)); this requires only rational operations with elements of F and

can be done effectively. If g(t) = l then v(f(t)) is known. If g(t)?*l then g(t)

has a smaller degree than f(t) and is a nontrivial factor of f(t), thus /(.)

= <_(0g(0- Compute q(t) and r(t) = (q(t), g(t))- The degrees of g(t), q(t), and

r(t) are less than the degree of/(/). Using an induction hypothesis, v(g(t)),

v(q(t)), and v(r(t)) are effectively computable. Now

"(/«) = v(g(D) + v(q(t)) - v(r(t)).

Lemma 5. Let F be a computable field and i an admissible indexing of F.

Let P = F[xi, Xi, ■ ■ ■ ]. Phe set U of all finite sequences (/_, • • ■ , /„), fiGR,
for which there exists a solution riGR, • • • , r„GR, of the equation

(2.1) nfi+ ■ ■ ■ +rnfn= 1,

is a recursive set (with respect to i). In more intuitive language: There exists an

effective procedure for determining, when given the i-indexes of the coefficients of

polynomials fiGR, • • • , fnGR, whether equation (2.1) is solvable.

Proof. Assume that xi, ■ ■ • , xm are all the indeterminates appearing in

fu • • • , fn, so that/i=/i(xi, ■ • • , xm). It is well known that (2.1) has solu-

tions if and only if the algebraic equations

fl(Xl,   ■   ■   ■  , Xm)   =   0,   ■   ■   ■   , fn(Xl,   ■   ■   ■  , Xm)   =  0

do not possess a common solution xi = £i, • • • , xm = £m in the algebraic closure
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of F. The question whether such a given system of algebraic equations has a

solution can be answered by elimination theory. The instructions for the

elimination process are effective and the process involves only rational opera-

tions with the coefficients of the given polynomials. We can thus settle the

question by performing the elimination computations with the known 7-indexes

of the coefficients of/i, • • • ,/„. Since i is an admissible indexing of the com-

putable field P, the whole process is effective.

2.2. Algebraic closures. Let P be a field. In the sequel we shall denote the

algebraic closure of P by F. We assume that F actually contains P as a sub-

field and is algebraic over P. The imbedding isomorphism of P into F is then

the mapping <p: F—>F such that c/>(&) =b for all bEF-

Theorem 7. If F is a computable field and i is an admissible indexing of F

then the algebraic closure F of F is computable and there exists an admissible

indexing ii of F such that he imbedding isomorphism of F into F is computable

with respect to i and ii.

Proof. Form the ring P = P[xi, x2, • • • ] by adjoining to P a countable

sequence of indeterminates. Let iit he an effective indexing of R (for the ter-

minology see beginning of §2.1). Since P is computable, in is an admissible

indexing of P. Furthermore, the imbedding isomorphism of P into R is

computable with respect to i and in..

The field P possesses an indexing and is therefore at most countable. Let

S he the (countable) set of all nonconstant polynomials in F[t]. Let io he

an effective indexing of 5 which maps 5 onto the positive integers. The se-

quence r=/i(/), f2it), • • • , (where ioifjit))=j) thus exhausts 5.

Let nij) be the number of distinct roots which the equation /,-(<) = 0 has

in the algebraic closure of P. Since the indexing io is effective with respect to

i and furthermore i is an admissible indexing of P, the function n(j) is com-

putable (Lemma 4).

With each number 77 ̂ 1 associate the polynomial

(2.2) Dniyu ■ ■ • ,y„,y„+i) = y„+i-      II     (?* ~ y>) ~ 1-
k7*i;k,j&n

Define now a sequence I/ of polynomials of P[xi, x2, ■ ■ • ].

Tl   =/l(Xl),/l(x2),   •   •   •   ,/l(Xn(l)),  Dn{l)ixU   •   •   •   ,  X„(i), X„(l)+l),

/2(Xn(l)+2),   •   •   •   ,/2(xre(i)+„(2)+l),

Pn(2)(x„(l)+2,   "   '   *  ,  X„(l)+„(2)+l, Xb(1)+b(2)+2),   •   •   •  .

Denote the £th element of Ti by g(ft). Since io and in are effective indexings

and 77(/) is a computable function (Lemma 4), the function hik)=isigm) is

computable.

We contend that for every £=:0 the equation

r(l)g(l)  _|_  r(2)g(2)  _l_   .   .   .  .1. f(i)g(*)   =   i
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does not possess solutions r(l), r(2>, • • ■ , r(k)ER- This is true because the

algebraic equations g(1)=0, g(2)=0, • • • , g<*>=0 have a common system of

solutions in some extension field of P.

Define now a subset U of R as follows. Assume, in order to simplify

notations, that 7b (P) = I (set of all integers); let ry denote the polynomial of P

for which in(rf)=j. For every /^l, if s(l), s(2), • ■ • , s(p) are all the in-

indexes, smaller than j, of elements in U, then ry£ U if and only if for no k

the equation

(2.3) r<°Vy + r^r.ci) + • • • + r^r.w + r<H-i>gu> + • • ■ + r<*+«£»> = 1

has a solution r(0), r(1), ■ • ■ , r^+k)ER- This regressive condition determines

U completely. The reader can verify that

(2.4) TiQU,

(2.5) U is a nontrivial ideal of R,

(2.6) U is a maximal nontrivial ideal of R.

Next we show that in(U) is a recursive set of integers. To determine

whether jEin(U) we must determine, assuming that we already know all

integers s(l)<s(2)< • • • <s(p)<j, that are elements of ir(U), whether

some equation (2.3) has a solution. It is enough to consider a k so large that

none of the polynomials g(*+1), g<-k+2), ■ ■ ■ contains an indeterminate occur-

ring in one of r.ri), r8(2), • • • , r,rp), r,; the smallest such k, call it k(j), can be

computed effectively. If the equation

(2.7) 7-<°Vy + r™r.w + • • • + rwr.w + rCH-Dgd) + ■ ■ ■ + r<*+*U»gttW» =1

has a solution then jEiniU). If this equation does not have a solution then

none of the equations (2.3) has a solution and thus/G7'r(P). The question

whether equation (2.7) has a solution rmER, rmER, • • ■ , r(p+k(-')'>ER can

now be settled effectively (Lemma 5).

We thus have the following effective procedure for determining whether

jEiniU)- Determine whether lEiniU) (i.e. whether rxEU) by the above

method. After knowing whether lEiuiU) or not, proceed to determine by

the above method whether 2EiniU). Proceed in this way until/ is reached,

by that time all s<j tor which sEiniU) are known; the above method can

therefore be applied to determine whether JEiniU). This procedure is effec-

tive; the set iniU) is therefore recursive.

By §1.6 the quotient ring R/U is computable and possesses an admissible

indexing Ti such that the natural homomorphism c&: R—>R/U is computable

with respect to in and ii. Let us recall that PCP and that the imbedding iso-

morphism yp: F—>R is computable with respect to i and in. Because of (2.5)

we have UC\F=iO), <p therefore acts on P as an isomorphism and we can

identify c6(P) CP/P with P. The imbedding isomorphism (pip: F—>R/U, being
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the product of two computable homomorphisms, is computable with respect

to i and t_.

All that remains is to show that R/ U is the algebraic closure of its sub-

field P Since U is, by (2.6), a maximal nontrivial ideal of P, the ring R/U

is a field. If f(t) is any polynomial with coefficients in F then it appears in

T, say it is fj(t). The polynomials

fi(Xk+l), fj(Xk+i),  ■  ■  • ,fj(Xk+nU))>   2?„(y)(x*+i,  •  •  • , Xk+n(j), Xk+n(J)+l)

where k = n(l)+ ■ ■ ■ +n(j—l)+j—l, are since Ti___P, in U. The elements

4>(xk+i), • • • , <b(xk+nij)) of R/U are therefore roots of the equation/y(.) =0.

Because of the special form (2.2) of D„u) we have

*(**+»<y>+i)-       II        [<t>(xk+P) - 4>(xk+f)] -1 = 0
P^f.P.asnU)

in R/U. The elements <b(xk+f), p_sre(j), are therefore pairwise distinct. Thus

every polynomial fj(t)GF[t] splits into linear factors in the field R/U. Finally

let us note that R/U = F(4>(xi), 4>(xf), • • • ) and that the elements <p(xi),

4>(xf), • ■ ■ , are algebraic over P. This implies that R/U is indeed the alge-

graic closure F of P Q.E.D.

2.3. Splitting algorithms. A computable field F has a splitting algorithm

(with respect to an admissible indexing i) if, roughly speaking, there exists

an effective procedure for deciding, for every given polynomial f(t)GF[t],

whether /(.) splits into a nontrivial product f(t) =p(t)q(t), where p(t), q(t)

GF\t]. It is readily seen that if F has a splitting algorithm then it is also

possible to compute effectively the product decomposition into prime factors

of every polynomial f(t)GF[t\. We shall use our previous results to obtain a

necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a splitting algorithm.

From this condition we shall then be able to infer the existence of splitting

algorithms in some important cases.

Definition 9. A field F is said to have a splitting algorithm with respect to

an admissible indexing i if the set S of all polynomials f(t)GF[t] which split

into a nontrivial product, is recursive with respect to i (see beginning of

§2.1.).
The following lemma will be needed in the proofs of Theorem 8 and, later

on, Theorem 9. Its content is, in essence, that if P has a splitting algorithm

with respect to an indexing i, then the degree of every element algebraic

over F is effectively computable.

Lemma 6. Let F be a computable field and i an admissible indexing of F. Let

ii be an admissible indexing of the algebraic closure F and let the imbedding iso-

morphism <f>: F—>F be computable with respect to i and «_. If F possesses a split-

ting algorithm with respect to i, then the function d: ii(F)—>I defined by the con-

dition
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(2.8) diiiia)) = [Fia): F]       for all aEF,

is effectively computable.

Proof. To compute ct*(/) for any given jEk(F) proceed as follows. Enumer-

ate one by one all sequences (di, • • • , af), akEiiF), n runs through the

integers, for which the polynomial

(2.9) t" + i-'ia/lt"-1 + ■ ■ ■ + i-^af) E F[t]

is irreducible. Since F possesses a splitting algorithm the set of these sequences

is recursive and hence certainly recursively enumerable (Definition 2) so

that the enumeration can be carried out in an effective way. For each such

sequence compute the sequence (f(a/), • • • , <f>(an)) where ci: (F, i)—*(F, if) is

the isomorphism induced by the imbedding <p: F—*F. Since c5 is a computable

function this is effective. Next compute

(2.10) jM + $(ai)ji»-» + ■ ■ ■ + $(on)

where addition, multiplication, and exponentiation (k), are the operations

of (F, ii); this again can be done effectively. After a finite number of such

steps a sequence (oi, • • • , af) will be reached for which the expression (2.10)

will reduce to the 7'1-index of the zero element of F. Equation (2.9) is then the

irreducible equation of ir'fj) over P. The number 77 of elements in the se-

quence therefore satisfies n = d(j). The above given instructions and computa-

tions for finding this 77 are effective so that d is indeed a computable function.

Theorem 8. Let F be a computable field and i an admissible indexing of F.

The field F has a splitting algorithm with respect to i if and only if the algebraic

closure F has an admissible indexing ii such that the imbedding isomorphism of

F into F is strongly computable with respect to i and *i (Definition 7).

Proof. By Theorem 7 there exists an admissible indexing, call it ii, of F

such that the imbedding isomorphism d>: F—>F is computable with respect to

i and ii. Assume first that P possesses a splitting algorithm with respect to

i and let us show that <p is strongly computable with respect to i and ii. By

Lemma 6 the function d defined by (2.8) is computable. Now if jEii(F),

then jEii(F) it and only if d(j) = 1. We thus have an effective test for mem-

bership in ii(F) so that this set is recursive. This means that <p is strongly

computable with respect to i and ii.

Assume next that F has an admissible indexing ii such that the imbedding

isomorphism </>: P—>F is strongly computable; we proceed to prove that P has

a splitting algorithm with respect to *'. Let $: (P, i)—*(F, ii) be the isomor-

phism induced by c6, then ci is a computable function and the set <jj(i(F))

= ii(4>(F)) is, by assumption, a recursive set of integers.

Given any sequence (cii, ■ • • , af), akEi(F) apply the following effective

procedure to determine whether the polynomial
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f(t) = f + i-l(odf-1 + • • • + i~l(af)

splits in F[t]. Compute the integers 4>(af), ■ ■ ■ , 4>(af). By substituting suc-

cessively all integers jGn(F), computing (in (F, ii)) the expression,

jM + $(ai) •/<»-» + • • • + $(On)

and seeing whether it reduces to the t+index of the zero element of F, find

an ii-index of a root «i of the equation/(f) =0. Next compute (in (F, if)) the

.i-indexes of the coefficients of the polynomial fi(t) =f(t)(t — ai)~1. Repeat the

previous procedure to find a root of the equation fi(t)=0. Continue this

process until all ii-indexes, ki, ki, ■ ■ • , kn, of roots of the equation/(.) =0 are

found. Then compute in (F, if) all expressions

(t - kh) ••■(/- kir)

where fj_, • • • , /,) runs through all proper subsets of {1, •••,«}. If, after

multiplying out, all coefficients of one of these expressions are in the set

ii(4>(F)) =$(i(F)) then/(;) has a proper factor in £[.]. Whether the afore-

mentioned coefficients are in the set ii(<b(F)) can be effectively checked be-

cause this set is recursive. Thus the whole process is effective and P has a

splitting algorithm with respect to i.

2.4. A theorem of van der Waerden. Van der Waerden proved [12, pp.

134-137] that if £ is a computable field with a splitting algorithm and a is

algebraic and separable over £ then the field F(a) has a splitting algorithm.

Frohlich and Shepherdson showed by means of an example [4] that the con-

dition that a is separable cannot be omitted. Our general theorems yield a

very simple and natural proof for the van der Waerden theorem. Let us first

of all give a precise formulation.

Theorem 9 (van der Waerden). Let i be an admissible indexing of the

computable field F, and let F possess a splitting algorithm with respect to i. If

a is algebraic and separable over F then the extension field F(a) possesses an

admissible indexing io such that (a) the imbedding isomorphism ip: £—>£(«) is

strongly computable with respect to i and io, (b) the field F(a) possesses a split-

ting algorithm with respect to io.

Proof. Let £ denote the algebraic closure of £. By Theorem 8 there exists

an admissible indexing, call it ii, of £ such that the imbedding isomorphism

cp: £—>F is strongly computable with respect to i and *_. The induced iso-

morphism $: (£, i)—*(F, if) is thus a computable function.

According to our conventions £ is a subset (subfield) of £; thus also

F(a)CF. We contend that ii(F(a)) is a recursive set.

Let us recall (see [12, pp. 126-127]) that if a is separable over £ and

j8G£ is any algebraic element then the field F(a, /3) can be generated by a
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single algebraic element, i.e. there exists a 7GF such that F(a, fi) =F(y). In

fact, if ca=a, a2, • • ■ , an, and fii=fi, fi2, - ■ ■ , fim, are all the elements of F

conjugate (over P) to a and fi respectively, and if y=fi+ca where cEF and

C9£(fi—fif)(ak — a)"1 for alljSm, kSn, then F(a, fi)=F(y). Furthermore we

have that fiEF(a) if and only if [F(a, fi): P] = [F(a): P].

We now have the following effective procedure for deciding for each j

whether jEii(F(a)). Let ii(a)=k. Compute d(k) and d(j); all computation

with d are effective since this function is computable (Lemma 6). We may

assume that F is infinite since the theorem is trivially true when P is finite.

Denote d(k)d(j) by p and let a, c2, • • • ,cp be the first, in order of magnitude,

p integers in 7i(P). Since ii(F) is a recursive set these integers can be effec-

tively computed. Compute br=j+crk (where addition and multiplication are

the operations of (F, if)) and then compute d(bf). By the previous paragraph

at least one of the elements if1^)/) generates the field F(a, i_1(j)). Thus

jEiiiFia)) if and only if d(bf)Sd(k) (i.e. d(6r) S [P(a): P]) for ISrSp. We
thus have an effective test for membership in 7\(P(a)) and this set is recursive.

The restriction of the mapping ii: F—»I to the set Fia)QF, call it io, is

therefore an indexing of Fid). Since it is an admissible indexing of F the re-

striction i0 is an admissible indexing of Fict). The imbedding isomorphism

<j>: F—*F is strongly computable with respect to i and i%. The imbedding iso-

morphism yp: P—»F(a) is actually the same function as cp so that yp is strongly

computable with respect to i and the restriction i0; thus (a) is established.

The isomorphism (F(a), 70)—>(F, i/) induced by the imbedding F(a)—>F is the

identity mapping. The imbedding isomorphism Fia)^>F is therefore strongly

computable with respect to io and iy. By Theorem 8 the field Fia) possesses

a splitting algorithm with respect to io which proves (b).

2.5. Concluding remark. The theory presented in this paper can be gen-

eralized as follows. Let C he any class of functions from integers to integers

such that if/1,/2, • • • ,/nGGand if/is recursive in/i,/2, • • • ,/„, then fEC.

We can now replace everywhere in this paper the phrase "/ is computable"

by "/ is in C" (that is, consider C as the class of all computable functions).

All of our definitions and theorems will carry over to this C-theory. Thus a

C-indexing of a set 5 is a one to one function i: S—+I such that the character-

istic function of i(S)CI belongs to C; a C-indexing i: G—>/ of a group G is

C-admissible if the corresponding multiplication function 777 satisfies mEC,

and so forth.

The question whether the notion of computability is really identical with

that of recursiveness is of course nonmathematical and cannot be settled

by a mathematical proof. It is simply a matter of definition that mathemati-

cians agree to call a function computable if and only if it is recursive. By the

previously remark our results will carry over no matter what notion of com-

putability we adopt as long as the closure condition on the class C of all

"computable" functions holds.
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